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Jack Clarke is a principal and co-founder of The
Baldwin & Clarke Companies, a diversified financial
services organization made up of five independent,
multidisciplinary companies that provide personalized
financial solutions to entrepreneurs, professionals and
families. Under his leadership, the firm’s investment
banking activities have generated transactional values
in the fields of M&A and capital financings in excess of
$1 billion and $700 million, respectively.

His belief that the role of business is to create
shareholder value has been the major tenet in his
work. He employs this belief in developing Corporate
Finance strategies for his clients and negotiating
transactions. Jack recognizes the unique qualities of a business, beyond
conventional norms, to help its owners develop creative alternatives to bring their
opportunities and strategies to the attention of the financial marketplace. He
represents client companies in communicating these strategies and negotiating
financial transactions required for their implementation.
Jack has a broad industry background with special emphasis on bank
consolidations and startups, healthcare and manufacturing. Jack formed The
Baldwin & Clarke Companies after completing his studies at Northeastern
University and has spent in excess of 40 years developing the firm’s robust
financial platform. Jack has been a founding director of two highly successful New
Hampshire commercial banks, has worked as a principal in several substantial
commercial real estate ventures, and has served as a trustee and member of a
number of civic and non-profit organizations. He is also co-founder and Managing
Director of Triumph Investment Managers, LLC, a management company for two
bank-focused limited partnerships that invested in over 40 community banks
through-out the U.S.

As the owner of a 300-acre organic farm in Epping, New Hampshire, Jack has
invested 40 years into holistic farmland management and proper husbandry on his
conservation farmland. He is the co-founder of the Entrepreneur Agrarian Fund
which specializes in the acquisition and management of sustainable agricultural
land. This is a private equity fund which is establishing a network of livestock
based farm enterprises that provide local grass-fed, natural and organic meats to
markets of the Northeast.

Jack is a registered securities principal of FINRA.
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